Year 5 - The Story of the Trojan Horse: historical fact, legend or myth?
Maths

English

Science

We will be looking at multiplication and division
with a focus on written methods.
Please continue to support your child to use Times
Table Rock Stars to recall these facts with speed
and accuracy.

In English we will be linking our writing with
Science. The children will look at recreating
moments from “Who Let The Gods Out” by Maz
Evans and they’ll also write a transmission log
from Mars, drawing inspiration from “Cosmic” by
Frank Cottrell-Boyce.

We will be looking at our solar system, and
exploring how our planet moves within our solar
system.
In addition, we will also explore how night and day
and the seasons are created due to the earth’s
movement.

RE

History

PE

PSHE

Computing

Music

DT

French

What qualities make a good leader? We will explore Our focus is on using historians’ skills to interpret
this by looking at the characteristics of
a range of sources in order to develop our own
authoritative figures and religious leaders, and
opinions on the story of the Trojan horse.
what made Jesus different in his culture.
Children will also be given opportunities to follow
up their own interests related to Ancient Greece.
Our focus is ‘How can friends communicate
safely?’
We will be looking at
friendships, relationships, becoming independent
and online safety.

Art

In Art, the children will be creating clay masks,
using Ancient Greek theatrical masks as
inspiration.

In our PE sessions, we will be focusing on
developing social skills in a range of games
situations, with a focus on giving and receiving
sensitive feedback to improve performance.

The children will use Adobe Spark video to produce Our musical focus will be dynamics and structure an advert related to Ancient Greece, combining
we will be looking at how Holst represents planets
different software and learning to use search
through his music, and composition - we will be
technologies effectively and safely.
using leitmotif to represent the Greek gods.

Cooking and nutrition
We will be learning how beef is farmed, taste
testing bolognaise sauces, adapting a beef
bolognaise recipe and designing and making a
healthier option of our own.

Recapping the days of the week and months;
design and create a calendar in French and learn
about the weather.

